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The mee ting was called to order at 3.20 pd.

AGENDA  ITEYS  49 TO 69 ANT)  151 (continued)

CDNSIIDERATION  OF AN) ACI'ION  ON DRAFT RESOLUTIONS ON DTSATWlAMENT  ITEMS

Mr . AL MOC;AWI  (Iraq) (interpretation from Arabic) a It is w honour to

tntroduce  draft resolution A/C. 1/44/L.l, which is sponsored by Jordan, the Libyan

Arab Jamahir iya, the Arab Republic of Yemen and mj country, Iraq. It is submitted

under agenda i tern 63 (c), “Prohibition of the development, production, stockpiling

and use of radiological weapons”.

The international community’s efforts C,o conclude an international  treaty

prohibi  tinq the development, production, stockpilinq and use of radiological

weapons have been accompanied by increasing awareness that an attack upon nuclear

facititias ts tantamount to use of radiological weapons because of the resultant

release of radioactive forces where harmful effects will not be confined to the

target. site but will extend across, the boundaries of the country under attack.

In its 1980 proposal to the Conference on Disarmament Sweden voiced this

in terna t ional concern. It called for development of the 1977 Geneva Protocol.

annexed to the 1949 Geneva Convention so as to prohibit attacks on nuclear

Eacili  tics because nwch attack R would release dangerous radiation.

This view was underscored by the group of experts appointed by the

Secretary-General after the armed Israeli attack on the Tammuz  nuclear reactor in

1981, Their report, contained in chcument A/38/337, emphasized  that any deliberate

attack, whether by conventional or nuclear weapons , against nuclear power stations

and certain other nuclear facilities would cause the release of enormous quantities

of radioactive materials, thcrs cats ing the radiological contamination of large

areas.

The Chernobyl accident made it very clear that radioactive damage, whether due

to technical accident or armed attack, is dangerom to human beings ard the
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environment without limitation m to area or duration. Such dangera are not

limited to one State or continent, and aubrequent generations rmry aleo euffer aa a

rea ult .

These facts emphasize the need for an international convention  for the

protection of nuclear facilities againat  deliberate attack. The Conference on

Dioarmament hae the fundamen ta1 task of working towards the ooncl us ion of such a

convention. The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) alao ha8 a role to play

since  it ie technically and scientifically qualified to prepare studier and provide

the necessary exper tiae. The Ail Hoc Committee on Radiological Weapon8  of the

Conference on Disarmament haa already made an initial contribution by completing

its study cn the prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities. Last July, Peru

eubmitted to the Ad Hcc Committee a draft convention QI the prohibition of attack8

on nuclear facilities! CD/929  ia the relevslt  document. However, all of these

efforts are inadequate given the extreme qravity and magnitude of this problem.

That is why my delegation is again submitting thie draft resolution. It tr mte

that in BO doing it will asaiet the international community  and it8 organizations,

par titularly  the Conference on Disarmament, in effort0 to arrive at  pceitive,

concrete reeulte in order to prohibit attacks on nuclear facilities.

In its preamubular part the draft recalls resolu tione of the General Assembly

and the IAEA dealing with the prohibition of the development, production,

atockpilinq  md use of radiological  weaponat ard inviting covltriea ta conclude an

international agreement prohibiting military attacka on nuclasr facilities sngaged

in peaceful  pureuitr,

It aleo expresses grave mncern  that military attacka againrt nuclear

facilities could be tmtanr,urt  to the uple of radiological wrapone,  even if suah

attack6 are carried out ueing oonventional weapons.
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The Irraeli  attack on the Iraqi nuclear facilities, which were rubject to IAEA

rafeguardr, conrrtituter  an unprecedented danger to international peace and security.

Coming to the operative part, the first paragraph raffirrm that armd attack8

of any kind againrt nuclear facilitier  are tantamount to the uee of radiological

w eaponr .

The second rqueatr the Conference on Disarmament  to intensify further itr

effort8  to reach an agreement prohibiting armed attacklr agaitaet  nuclear facilities.

The third requwtr the IAEA to provide the Conference on Diearmament with the

technical etudiee that could facili ta to the conclusion of au& an agreement.

The fourth and last mragraph  reguerta the Secretary-bneral  to report to the

General Assembly at itr forty-fifth aeseion  ~1 the progrees  made in the

implementation of this resolution.

We very much hope that this draft resolution will have the rupport  of all

members.

Mr. DIE’IZE (German amocratic  Republic) 8 On bethalf  of the delegations of

the Byelor U~B Ian Soviet Sot ial iat Republic, Czechoelovak  la, Polmd, the Union of

Soviet Sacialist Republic8  and my own delegation, I should like to introduce draft

resolution A/C. 1/44/L. 45, entitled “Setcuri ty concepts md policies aimsd

exclusively  at defence”.

For quite a while new , there haa been an intensive dialogue ging on, both at

the regiaral  ad the global level, on non-offensive structures of &fence ard

security concepts. Thi8 L borne out in the document8 adopted at the summit

Conference of the non-aligned countries held at Belgrade, the Indian action plan

for a nuolemr-weapon-free and non-violent world order ,  the Bru88ale Qclaration of

thr North Atlatic  Treaty Organisation ad alro in the documents adopted by the

War raw Treaty  Rater  at Bucharer t and Warsaw.
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In plenary meetinga at the current cession  of the General Aaaembly  a number of

Head8 of State and foreign miniaterr have addreered the problem of clecurity

concept8 and policies  aimed at defence. That iraue h aa alro been thoroughly

considered  in the debate here in the Firat Committee. All of that reaffirrrm our

viw that the dialogue on datenaive  concept6 drould be given a strong impetus at

thir sereion  of the Osneral Ibretily.

There la no doubt that peace can be lasting and atable only if the rirrkr

inherent in a rryatem relying OCL deterrence are reduced and, I might add, elimina~d

once and for all. That, of court, is particularly true of mrope,  the oantinent

with the highest density of all kinds of destructive potential. I f  i t  la t r u e  t h a t

today in mrope neither a nuclear nor a aonventional  war can be fought bscmuae that

would mean self-annihilaticm,  then military concepte and the armed-force8

structure8 of all rides must adequately reflect that.

Given the &Clara tionr by the Sta tea par tiee to the War rsaw Treaty and the

members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization  that neither aids wants military

confrontation  and that both side8 want to prevent war, those declara tiona mulrt be

made the basic for diecuaaion  of the military concept6 of the two alliancer.

No lees important is that an the baa ia of the man& te for the nego tia tionr at

Vienna - namely, eliminating the capability of launching a rurpriee  attack and

initiating large-ecale offensive action - agreements be rawhed and then gradually

implemented by measures  to verify oompliance  by all eider.

Alro in the global context , i t  wil l  becoms neceesary  to abandon tradi tional

oecurity  concepts, er~aially  in light of the new quality of military

technologies, From cur point of view that would require, in particular, a

rebfinition  of the military factor in enruring national roourity.  The right to

uIe military force in’ relf-b6fenue 10 rooognised and reaffirmd in the Charter of
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the United Nations, and military preparedness is no lees a baeic feature of*.

national policy than it ever was. Hcwever,  the use of force to gain security at

the expense of other States is now considered unacceptable. It is evident that a

competitive, open-ended accumulation of weapons by nations aggravates pal itical

conflict and increases the risk of war and can lead to lees, rather than to mOre,

eecur ity. That has never been more true than in the nuclear age. War has ceased

to be a means to attain poll tical  ends, and even more so since , in the nuclear and

apace age8 a nuclear war cannot be won and therefore must never be fought. We

be1 love that the power of logic and realism in poll tics urges that military

concepts be adjusted to those new requirements.

There fore, in its preambular part draft resolution A/C.1/44/L.45 points to the

ongoing international dialogue on non-of Pensive eecur ity concepts, including the

search for comrorr  denominators for the ,eecurity  requirements of different regions.

The draft resolution also expresses the conviction of the General AesenS,ly  that

security concepts and policiee  ehould be aimed at removing the danger of war and

securing psace at progressively lower levels of armaments and armed forces.

Paragraph 1 of draft resolution L. 45 considers the development of an

international dialogue on security concepte and policies aimed exclusively at

defence to be of great importance for promtiilg  the process of achieving

disarmament and strengthening international security.

Paragraph 2 recommends that Sta tee should initiate or intensify the dialogue

on security concepts and policies aimed at defence at the bilateral, regional or

multilateral levels and keep the General Assembly informed about the progress

achieved.
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Finally, the draft resolution euggeets that the question of  defensive security

concepts be included in the provisional agenda of the forty-fifth eeeeion of the

Caner  al Assembly.

The sponsor8 of draft resolution L. 45 would hops that it will be given broad

support similar to that given the aforemantianed  Qaumente and declarations from

South, East and Weat. We are prepared to enter into diecueeion in the next fti\r

days with other interested delega tione in a search for a t6xt that could be

acceptable to all.

I should like to use this opportunity to introduce to the First Conmmitteo  a

second draft reeoluth,  A/C.l/44/L.  46, entitled “Science and technology for

diearmamentn, on behalf of the delegations of the Dyelorueeian Soviet Socialist

Republic, Mexico and the German Denkxratic  Republic.

We are all aware of the sweeping changes in science and technology and the new

challenges we have to face. At the same  time we see that developments in science

and technology open up unprecedented opportunities for successfully tackling the

global problems facing mankind. Here we have a common chance to make science and

technology a decisive factor in the promotion of peaceful oo-operation and

development, as well as the chance to promote further progreae in the disarmament

process.

In that context we have in mind, for example, the control of the

implemetnta tion of disarmament agreements, as well as the verification of compl lance

with obligatione undertaken by the parties to treaties. That presupposes

state-of-the-art  informatiar  technologies rnd innovatiar  in data collecting,

tranemiesion and asreeement techniques and the hardware involved, What is needed

in the future, we believe, is the constructive use of scientific and technological

achievements in oonnection  with the prohibition of the development,
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production, stockpiling and use of chemical weapons. That irr also true when it

comes to keeping outer apace free from weapons ayatems and using it for peaceful

purpos  ea.

Ae for conventional diearmament, we think that ecience  and technology can be

used to verify agreement ~1 troop ceiling8 or the limitation of milf tary

activitiee. In that connection conversion becomes a practical task that makeft  the

use of science and technology an urgent requirement. The converts ion of military

indue try to civilian production, the ~~estruction of weapons syetema with proper

regard for the economic and eepecially  the ecological mpects, are topical issues

that can only addressed ~uccesafully if the latest findings are employed.
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The draft resolution is based ~1 the proposition that a:ience  md technology

should be used effectively for the promotion of the disarmament process. In the

five preambular paragraphs of the draft resolution, the General Assembly would

Point to the potential contribution that scientific and technological progress

could make to the suppcrt  of disarmament negotiations md to the implementation of

their  results . It would also welcome the activities undertaken in that area m far

and underline the need for m intensification of activities as well as for

international W-operation.

In operative paragraph 1, the General Asserrbly  would take note of national and

international activities to use scientific ad technological achievements for

disarmament-related purposes, while in paragraph 2 Metier  States and

intergovernmental md non-governmental organizaticns  would be called upar to

intensify such activities, to develop international ooaperation  in that area, and

to keep the United Nations inforlned about progress in that field. In the last

operative paragraph, the Assenb ly would decide to include in the prw isional agenda

of its forty-fifth session m i tern on science md technology for development.

The sponsors hops that the metiers of the First Committee will all be able to

support draft resolution A/C.1/44/L.46,  inasmuch as it deals with a problem that

all are interested in solving.

Mr. BAYART  (Mongolia) (interpretation from French) I I should like

briefly to introduce the draft resolution curtained in document A/C.1/44/L.61,  on

agenda item 66 (k), entitled “Disarmament Week”, The draft resolution is sponsored

by Angola, Bulgaria, the Byelorussisn Soviet Socialist mpublic, Cuba,

Czechoslovakia, the German  Democratic Republic, Japan, the ho Psople’s  Democratic

Republic, New Zealmd, Papua New Guinea, the Philippines, the Ukrainian Soviet

Socialist Republic, Viet Nam and Mongolia,
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!
/ Since its proclamtion  by the General Assembly at its first special session

, devoted to disarmament, Disarmament Week has been well known to all my colleagues.

Today, it is an integral element in the efforts of the international community in

the field of disarmament. It continues to serve as a useful tool for mobilizing

world public opinion in favour of disarmament. It contributes to the improved

co-ordination of the efforts of the United Nations and the potential of national

and internatimal non-governmental organizations  for strengthening international

peace and security and achieving disarmament.

Disarmament Week has always been considered by States Members of the United

Nations as an excellent opportunity for reasserting their faith in the cause of

disarmament and for reminding world prrblic opinion of that cause.

As to the draft resolution, it repeats to a large extent the provisions of

last year's resolution, which was adopted by the General Assembly without a vote.

To save time, I do not think it necessary to repeat those provisions. One new

element contained in the draft resolution this year is that the General Assembly

would request the Secretary-General to submit to it at its forty-seventh session a

report on the implementation of the provisions of the present resolution.

It goes without saying that changes in the date at which the report of the

Secretary-General should be submitted - in other words, the fact that the

time-limit has been extended - should in no way impinge upon the annual observance

of Disarmament Week. The objectives of the Week have lost none of their importance

and we must continue to observe Disarmament Week as widely as possible. That is

&Y - and this is the second new element - in the preamble to the draft r*?qolution

the Assetily would reoognize the significance of the annual observance of

Disarmament Week, including by the United Nations.
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I have given only a brief outline of the two paragraphs that could be

construed as new elements in the draft resolution , and its sponsors have undertaken

unofficial consultations with the delegations concerned. The draft resolution as a

whole enjoys general agreement and approval , and I hope that it will be unanimously

supported by the members of the Committee and adopted without a vote, as was the

case last year.

Mr. GHAREKRAN (India): Our delegation has asked to speak today to

introduce three draft resolutions - A/C.1/44/L.39, A/C.l/44/L.40,  and A/C.l/44/L.41.

On behalf of the delegations of Algeria, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Ecuador, Egypt,

Indonesia, Madagascar, Malaysia, Romania, Viet Nam, Yugoslavia and India, I would

like to introduce the draft resolution contained in document A/C.l/44/L.39,

entitled "Convention on the Prohibition of the Use of Nuclear Weapons".

The rationale behind the draft resolution is simple and clearly stated in the

preamble. It is accepted that the existence and use of nuclear weapons poses a

threat to life on this planet. It is also accepted that the ongoing nuclear arms

race serves only to increase the risk of the use of nuclear weapons. The nuclear

winter studies by the TI'APS group, by SOEE-RNUWAR,  and last year by the

Secretary-General's Group of Consultant Experts, have all concluded that the use of

nuclear weapons, even on a limited scale of .l per cent of the existing megatonnage,

would produce irrerversible consequences for life an this planet.

The euphemism of the term "irreversible" is quickly lost when a writer like

Gabrial Garcia Marquez reflects upon it:

"One minute after the final explosion , more than half of humanity will

have died, the dust and smoke of continents in flame will defeat the light of

sun and utter darkness will reign anew upon the world. A winter of orange
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rain and icy hurricane8  will reverse the tide8 of oceans and stem the course

of rivers whose fish will have died of thiret in the seething waters, and

whose birds will find the eky no more, Eternal mowa will cover the Sahara

Desert1 the vast rain forest of the Amazon, deetroyed  by hail, will diaappetar

from the face of the planet, and the age of rock and heart traneplante will

revert to its glacial infancy.
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The few human being8 to #WV ivr the f irr t ehock  of fear and Chore having had

the privilegr of a rate refuge at 3 o’clock cn the Monday of the Faustian

catastrophe will be @pared  only to die af terwarda from the horror of their

memor hr. Croation  will have oome to an end. In the final chaor of dampners

and rtrrnal  nightr the only trace of life an it once was will be the

ocrokrcachrr  . ”

There ate eomo  of the “irroverrible  aDnrequencer”  in a writer’r  virion.

The Confrrrnca  on Disarmament in Geneva , the 8010 multilateral negoth ting

body where all nuclear-weapon Stater are reprcaentrd,  ha8 been rrpeatadly raqumtrd

by the General Arrrsmbly to undertake negotLtionr  with the objective of concluding

a convention that would prohibit the use of nualrar  weapon. Accordingly,  we havr

rrubmitted our draft conventian  to the Conferenar  cn Dirarmament for ita

oonrideration. It ir therefore a matter of great regret that after eo many yrarr

the Conference cn Diearmament  has not boon able to rrgirter  my program cn thi8

pr ior i ty  itim. At the earn8 time, no logical reaaonta  are put forward an ti why rush

a conven ticn rhould not be negotia ted. To rrla to the urgenoy of preven ting nuclear

war to preventing all wara ie to deny the a.mcial menaoe thar. nuclear weaponr  pose

to mankind. tst me reiterate that oonvrntiunal war8 cm escalate into nuolear

war. That fateful transition, once it happqnr, cannot be etopped. Nuclear war

cannot db-eeaalate into convrn tional war.

We are rti-rubmitting our draft resolution to underline the importance of this

iseue and in the hope that this body will be able to bring the might of its moral

authority to bear on the Conference on Diearmament 80 that the Conference will

uommenoe  nego t&a tions QI ~JI is i tern..
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The draft convention is contained in the annex to the draft resolution. It i!J

based on the recognition by this forum that the u8e or threat of use of nuclear

weapons would be a violation of the Charter of the United Nations and contrary to

the Laws of humanity. That was accepted almoat three decadea  ago, in 1961, in

General Aaeembly resolution 1653 (XVI),

The world community has since welcomed the statement by the United State8 of

America and the Un ion of Soviet Sot ial iet Republ ice declaring that a nuclear war

cannot be won and muat not be fought. Our draft resolution seeks to transform that

understanding  into a legally binding commitment. Such a prohibi  ticn in the form of

a legal agreement would help lead towards a qualitative change in security

doctrines and policies and the crm tion of the right climate for neqotiations

leading to the complete  elimination of nuclear weapons.

Draft resolution A/C.l/44/L.  40, entitled “Nuclear.-arms  freeze”, is being

introduced on behalf of the delegations of Indonesia, Mexico, Pakistan, Peru,

Roman ia and Sweden as well as India. Our delegations have warmly welcomed the

improvement in the bilateral relationa of the United State8  of America and the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the aigning of the Treaty on interrllediate-

and shorter-range nuclear forces, the INF Treaty. At the same time, we are only

too conscious that reductions under the INF Treaty are minuscule compared to the

exiwtinq  nuclear ar senal8. The Treaty’s value lies in its marking a beginning. We

would Like to be1 ieve that it reflects a real iza tion of the axiom that reducing

nuclear weapons enhances the security not just of the two countries  that own them

but of the en tire global community. The logic of the INF Treaty dictates that the

deep cuts in United States and Soviet strategic arsenala  currently under

negotiations should be followed by multilateral negotiations among all

nuclear-weapon States.
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For the reduction8  we are viaualizing to make the derired impact, we muat also

cap the nuclear-arm8  race. Strange ar it may sound , even after the INF agreement

ir implemented the two sides may  ntill end up possessing more warhead8 thsl they

started out with in 1980 - unless of course  an agreement on rtrategic  arm8

reductions (START) is concluded. We are therefore convinced that the quert far

more and newer weapon8 has to be terminated and tha production of nuclear * eaponr

and f iesionable mater iale intended for weapons purpose8 halted, Thargh not an end

in itself, such a meauure would constitute an effective atop toward8 preventing the

continued increase and qualitative improvement in nuclear wmponryI thu providing

a favourable environment for nuclear disarmament negotiations.

Our draft resolution addresrrw  the iesue  of a freeoe  in two stager. F i r s t ,

the Assembly would urge the United State6  and the LBSR to reach m agreement on an

immdiate  nuclear-arms freem, which would imply a halt in the production of

nuclear weapons and a cutoff  of the prcduction  of fissionable materials,

Secondly, it would call upon all nuclear-weapon Sta tea, through a joint

declaration, to agree to a oompreheneive  nuclear-arms freeze, which would include a

ban UI testing, production and deployment of nuclear weapona and their drlivery

vehiclee,  along with ceaeation of production of fissionable materials for weapon6

purposete.

We welcome the announmment  by the Soviet Foreign Minister, Mr, Shevardnadze,

in his statement at this eeseion of the General Assembly that the USSR will cease

production of highly enriched uranium for nuclear weapons purposes by the end of

1989. We undrrstand  that the United States Congress has for the present put a halt

on the production of tritium and plutonium. The pclitical climate ie therefore

poei tive and conducive to negotiating such an agreement, Ae a consequence of ruch

meauures, fissionable material for peaceful purpcree  only will be producrd,  and it

can be rubject to non-dircrimina tory international safeguards on a Mivereal
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has is. That development would be a p-1 tive step towarde converting the

non-proliferation Treaty into a non-discriminatory , universal agreement that could

give legal effect tc a binding commitment of all threshold States not to cross the

nuclea  r-weapon8  thr eahold.

Lastly, on behalf of the delegation6 of the Byoloruaaian  Soviet Socialist

Republic, Hungary, Indonelslia,  Polwd, Sri Lanka and Venezuela ae well as India, I

should like to introduce the draft resolution contained in doaurnent  A/C.l/44/L.  41,

enti tied Vcien  ti fit and technological developments and their impact on

international aecur ity”.

At the first epecial  aeesion of the General Aeselrbly  devoted to disarmament,

the threat poeed CO interna tiara1 peace. and recur1 ty by the growing arme race was

acknowledged by the world community. It was agreed that, along with quantitative

meaisurea, qualitative meaaurea  in the field of disarmament also needed to be

negotiated if the arine race were to be halted. A decade paesed after the adoption

of the Final Document, a decade in which qualitative aspecte of the arms race did

not receive the attention they deserved. That concern was reflected in our

initiative at the third special cession of the General Assembly devoted to

disarmament and in last year’a  General Assembly reaolution 43/77 A, which requested

the Secretary-General to follow future scientific and technological developments,

especially those which have potential military applications, and to evaluate their

impact cn in terna ticnal eecuri ty. From the interim report contained in document

A/44/407 we find that five broad fields have been identified: information

technology, biotechnology, mater iala technology, epace technology and nuclear

technology. After aeeeeemente  in those individual fields are prepared, a

comprehensive view needs to be taken to evaluate their impact ar the international

security environment.
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It will be a new kind of rxeraire  for the international community, and it ir only

appropriate that thia ie being undertikrn in the United Nationa framework. It

reflecta  the emerging role of the Organisation  and aleo the indivisible rature of

global mcurity,

We are all too aware that the world stands on tHe threrhold of a new arma

race. The cumulative impact of individual drvelopmentr in the five field8

identified above aould qualitatively trmrform the mecur ity environment. The

international aommunity mu@t be alert to thie real rink, in the intereatrr  of

genuine and larting disarmament.

It ir intereating to speoulate  *ether  the recurity  environment would not be

better and rafer today if attrmptr by aonm rcientiatr of the highert rtature had

rucaeeded  in creating a rhared awarenear of the danger inherent in the development

of many trahnologiee with their attendant military applicationa with whioh we are

burdened today. Tomorrow'r  weapon8 will be more eubtle, more threatening, lean

verifiable, and will give UI rhor ter responre ti mea. The impact of eom of thene

can already be seen in area8 ruch as thr graduated UIIO of nuclear exploeivr  power8

miniaturization and large-scale computing capabilitier,  diraated energy and larer

technology, fuel technology, artificial intelligence and 80 on. Many otherr can bo

perceived only dimly at prerent, but it its a eobering realization  that all weapon

technologiee  and ayetem begin with the porrtulation  of an idea. Unroatrained  human

ingenui ty doecl  the r eat.

Only watchfulness and collrative  a&ion  oan restrain  thirr dangerour eraalatory

spiral, which will undermine global recuri ty. We have a common future, and muet

demonrtrate a axnmon determination to give roienoe  and teahnology a human faae.

The ohallengro  of eradicating hunger, poverty and Bierroe,  the problem@ of global

warming, osono depletion and environment management, all of whioh have raquired a

global di mens ion # there require our inventivenreo and international ,oo-operation
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on an unprsceden ted scale. Scientific and tachnoloqical development must continue

and be eedc Ibled, hut oriented antirely  in favour of peaceful usea, for the benefit

0e mankind.

Draft resolution A/.1/44/L. 41 is a modest  step down the road to

Relf -preservation on spaceship Earth. We are all on the same ship, some may be

travelling  first class and others on the deck, but we all have a common future. We

need to understand the holistic nature of our exietence and that the security

environment is an integral part of it. Only II long view will enable us to devise

strataqiea  to deal effectively with theea fateful  issuea.

ALL of us tn rry deleqatton hope that the proposals we are introducing today

wtll  receive the serious consideration and universal support from this Committee

which they deserve.

Mr. MARM EOS(Y (Mexico) (interpretation from Spanish)! The subject of! a

complete nuclear-teat ban continues to figure prominently on the agenda of the

First Committee. Thin hlqh-priority  aspect of nuclear disarmament has been debated

In the General Assemhly for 35 years now! on LO October 1963, the partial

nuclear-teat-ban Treaty entered into force) 1:ive  days later, an 1.5 October 1963,

thtR E’lrst Committee heqan its debate on the item entitled “Urgent need for

nu!tpension of nuclear  and thermonuclear tentCnq”. For two weeke after that, the

CommlttM focu~od aLmoRt  exclusively on that Item. With few exceptions, the

nmnkctra welcomed tho c;nncluRion  of the partial nuclear-teat-ban Treaty, and

emphaq tand the ner?rl for thnt ban to be accompanied au soon a5 posn ihte by a total

nuclear-teat ban.

The General ARoeIThly,  at the end of its session, adopted resolution

1910 (XVIII), in which, inter aLA, it noted with satisfackion  that, in the

preamble of that Treaty the States parties stated that they were oeekinq to achieve

the discontinuance of all test explosions of nuclear weapone and were determined to
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continue negot,iatiorrr  to that end) alao, it requested the Geneva Committee on

Disarmament to continue with a aenae of urgency its negotiation8 to achieve the

objectives eet forth in the preamble of the Treaty. Twenty-six years have parsed

mince the adoption of that resolution. Hundreds of underground nuclear temtr and

doaenr  of rerolu t ionlr la tar, the Assembly  ia rtill urging the Geneva Conference on

Dirarmament, the single multilateral negotiating forum on disarmament matters, to

conduct multilateral negotiation8 on a canplate nuclear-test-ban treaty.

That is the prime purpose of the draft resolution in document A/C. 1/44/L.l1,

which it ia my honour to rubmit now on behalf of the dolegations of C-ta Rica,

Eauador, Indoner ia, Ireland, Myanmar, Peru, &mania, Sri hnka, Sweden, Suriname,

Venezuela, Yugoslavia and Mexico. The rubatance of the draft rerolution ir very

similar to the texts we have submitted to this Committee year after year.

The preamble recalla  certain basic facto relating to the variow rtatemsntr

made by tho tinera Aeeenbly and the Secretary-General on thir rubject. It elrc

refers to relevant proviaicna of the 1963 partial test-ban Treaty, the

non-proliferation Treaty and the Final Declaration of the Third Nm Review

Conference. Thir yeart  we refer specifically to the diearmament declaration

adopted by the ninth summit Conference on the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries,

The preamble refers again to the Stockholm Declaration, end note8 with satitsfaction

the continuing  progress made by the Ad Hcc Group of Scientific E&ports  on

verification. The last part of the preamble contain0  a paragraph in whioh  the

General Asaenbly expresses it8 concern that, after six yeara of afforte,  the

Conference on Dirarmament has not yet euccaeded in entablirhing an ad hoc committeem.-

on item 1 of ite agenda , enti tied “Nuclear-teat  ban”.

In the operative part, the General Assembly  rei tata tea itrr grave concern that

nuclear-weapon testing oontinurr  unabated, and reaffirm that it attacher the

highert priority to the aohievement of the prohibition of all nuclear-test
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explosion8 for all time. It urges the nuclear-weapon States and the States members

of the Conference on Disarmament to conduct multilateral negotiation of a treaty to

this end. The draft aleo recommends to the Conference on Disarmament the

establishment in 1990 of an ad hoc committee with two working groups to deal,

respectively, with the contents and scope of the treaty md with canpliance  and

verification.

We, the spansore  of the draft resolution, truat  that  i t  will  again receive

braad support, and that the nuclear-weapon States will finally give a positive

response to the repeated appeals of the international community for them to put an

end once and for all to their nuclear testing. In conclus  ion, as the

Secretary-General observed in his address delivered on 25 October in connection

with Disarmament Week,

II
. . . unless the present positive momentum in bilateral negotiations on

var ious nuclear quest ions, including the urgent need for the cessation of

nuclear-weapon tests, is soon translated into concrete under takings, the risks

of both vertical md horizontal proliferation will become mDre acute. The

threat of further proliferation of nuclear weapons is a very real one. If not

fully addressed, it may well jeopardize the constructive atmosphere that has

recently emerged in various international forums and reverse the positive

processes taking place in in terna  tional rela tlona  generally”. (A/C. 1/44/PV. 15,
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Mr, MOREL (France) (interpretation from French) t Today I should like to

set out the position of the 12 members of the European Community on agenda i tern

64 (a), relating to regional disarmament.

As the Delve stated during the general debate, they consider the adoption of

regional measures for arms control md disarmament to be one of the most effective

means by which States can contribute to the overall process of arms control and

disarmament. Thus, they are pleased to note that, as evi dented by many s ta tementa

during the general debate here in the First Committee , there is a grawing awareness

of the importmce of a regional approach to disarmament in ensuring international

security and stability. The submission of a draft resolution on this subject,

which formed the basis of an earlier resolution aQpted by consensus in 1987 as

General Assembly resolution 42/39 E, attests to the interest that the tielve  attach

t o  i t . They hope that the present session will afford a new opportunity to arrive

at a consensus  within the international cosununity  on the draft resolution eponsored

by Belgium, which is limited to the idea of regional disarmament  per se.

Of course the interest of the ‘Bvelve in regional disarmament can be explained

by their geographical situation. Indeed, as everyone knows, Europe is the

continent where the concentration of troops and armaments is highest. Thus the

Twelve take an active part in efforts to move ahead QI that matter,

Within the framework of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe

(CSCE), the ‘Ibelve have participated in working out md implementing the Stockholm

document on confidence- and security-building measuresl  they have assisted in

arriving at a mardate for the Vienna negotiations on new confidence- mdI
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security-building measures designed to strengthen transparency and openness through

a better knowledge of military activities, thanks to new measures designed to

increase confidence and security. Further, they have warmly welcomed the agreement

that led to the opening of negotiations in Vienna on conventional armed forces in

Europe, also within the framework of the CSCE process, between States belonging to

military alliances. Those negotiations, as is well kncnvn, are intended to

strengthen stability md security m the continent through a more stable and more

secure balance of conventional forces at lower levels, thus making it impossible to

unleash surprise attacks or large-scale offensive actions.

As many speakers emphasised during the general debate, the progress achieved

in the Vienna negotiations is encouraging, md the delve hope that they will soon

produce agreements to achieve increased security and stability for all of Europe,

while safeguarding the legitimate security interests of each State participant in

the CSCB process.

H-ever, although the Welve attach special importance to the situation in

Europe, they still realize tnat regional disarnmment initiatives in the spirit of

Chapter VIII of the Charter are a concrete and effective means of realizing the

fundamental goals of the United Nations in other regions as well.

It is no happenstance that the security perceptions of the great majority of

States are closely linked with the conditions of security prevailing in their own

area. Thus the Twelve are convinced that it is up to the countries of each region

to decide an the for-t that- .: ill enable them to reach regional disarmament

agreements, which, taking into account the specific character of each area, can

contribute to greater gl.obal stability.
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Lastly, the Twelve believe that the disarmament process should not be limited

to action by the great Peers or military alliances alone, but that it must include

all States. For those reasons they reiterate their hope that the efforts being

made in Europe will be echoed in other parts of the world.

Mr. EDU Zhitong (China) (interpretation from Chinese): It is an honour

for me to introduce to the Committee two draft resolutions, A/C.l/44/L*14  and L.13,

submitted by the Chinese delegation on nuclear ind conventional disarmament

respectively.

First, we are pleased to point out that draft resolutions submitted by the

Chinese delegation on nuclear and conventional disarmament have been adopted by

consensus by the General Assembly for several years running. That shows that they

have epitomized the common demmds and aspirations of the international community

with respect to the two major issues of nuclear and conventional disarmament and

that they have set forth a realistic way towards, md promising prospects for,

realizing our disarmament goals. We wish to express our appreciation to all other

delegations for the co-operaticn they have shorn in this regard.

The two draft resolutions submitted by the Chinese delegation this year are

based on the consensus resolutions adopted at the last session oi the General

Assertbly,  with certain necessary additions made in light of the progress achieved

during the past year in the fields of nuclear and conventional disarmament. Prior

to formal submission of the new draft resolutions , we solicited opinions from

variom delegations and did our best, in a spirit of co-operation, to incorporate

their suggestions into the text wherever possible. Compared to General Assembly

resolutions 43/75 E and 43/75 F, adopted by consensus last year, the present draft

resolutions contain no substantive changes but better reflect the latest

developments in the international situation.
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The paat year has witnessed aorm positive developments in the field of nuclear

disarmament. The United States and the Sov bet Union are implementing the Treaty  on

the Elimination of Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range Mirrilor  - the MF

Treaty - while expressing rtidiness  to speed up negotiations QI reduoing their

a trategic weapona. The draft resolution on nuclear disarmament ncxv  before the

Comni ttee (A/C. 1/44/L. 14) gives full affirmation to those positive developments.

At the aarm tinm it voices the commQI desire of the international community by

continuing to urge the United States and the USSR to fulfil their epecial

responeibility  for nuclear dsfaarmment  and by expreming  the hope that they will

reach early agreement in the interests of international peace and seourity.

In this connection we wish to comrnqnd the Final Document of the ninth Summit

Meeting of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries , which aocurately  reflected that

common will of the international community. We alao wish to note that similar

wishes were epxresaed in the documen  ta issued by the United State8  and the Soviet

Union md by the two major military all iances. We appreciate the remarks of the

Secretary-General in his annual report that, notwithstanding the steps in arms

reductim taken by the two militarily most-powerful States md the proposals vlder

consideration between the two major alliances, “No complacency is reflected in

noting the credit ai& of the balance,’ since it is apparent that I when we survey

the entire acenet global stability and peace are still in danger. He stressed:

“It is apparent that, even when all their proposed reductions are achieved,

the metiers of the two military alliances will still have far more weapons

than all others together.” (A/44/1, p. 13)

The Secretary-(&nets1  has indeed voiced the views of the international conrmunity.
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In rfbcrent  yttarar the in tarnational aommuni  ty has foauned ever grater

attention on the quertian  of conventional disarmament. The new negotiations

between the European aOUntri@S on the reduotion  of conventional armad forces hava

got off to a good mtart, With that atart, a promiaing turn ?or the bettrr haa

emerged in thr European oonvantional diaarrmrment  telkr,  which had born deadlooked

for many year ma Both aiclorr have made cxmorrte proporala and aome oountrira havcr

deal&d Mila terally to reduoe or partially withdraw their trmpr and wmponr

abroaii. The international enmmunity woloames  those devrlopmentr and hope@ that the

nrgotiationr ~111 reoult in the early aonulueion  of agreementa benefiaial to the

recurity of Europa and the world at large, The draft re8olution  un conventional

dirarmament  before ua givnr a  ful l ,  aff i rmat ive  arrerrment  to  there drvelopmenta,

While rtrenlring  the importance of the European aonventional  disarmament talk8 in

the preambular part, the draft renolution  contain, & new operative paragraph to the

effect that the General AarenS,ly “welcomea  the new negotiationr  on oonventional

armc3 force8  i n  Europe”.

Conventional diaarmamnt  la a oomplicated  isrue involving many region8 and

countries,  and IP related TV many other question8  in the field of diearmament.  Aa

in previoua yeara, the draft reeolution submitted by the delegation of China again

take6 into account all the aapecte of the question and tr lea  to addrera the

concernu and accommodate the poaitione  of var iou8 partiee, The delegation of China

haa nab great effort8  to that end in ite consultationa with other partier,  For

inatanar,  although many countrier inoluding  China regard the qualitative l apeot of

thr convontictnal arms race (UI oometh ing not to be ignored, in view of the practical

diffiaultier  expreosed by soma  clountrirr and for the rake of conaenlua  wo have

demonrtrakd a oonriderrble epirit  of aaaommoda  th, It ir our hope that our good

will and oowperrtivo  attitude will be Been in the proper light by all the
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partiea concerned ard that they will join UEI in promoting interna  ticnal

co-operation in the same spirit,

As in the paet few parer China hae only one purpose in eponeoring the two

draft resolu tiona  - to etrive for continued progreea in the two priority area8 of

nuclear and conventional disarmament 80 aa to contribute tr, the strengthening of

in terna timat peace and security . I widh to re-emphaeize  here that the two draft

resolutions before ua contain no eubstantive  change8 from the previous retsolutions

on the aarne 8ubjecte , but that they present a better reflection of the Current

Rituation  and new developments over the paet year. AR a result, they are richer

and more balanced in con tent. We therefore hope that they will receive continued

support from all delegations and will be adopted by consensue  in the Committee and

also in the General Aseembly, th u8 once aga in expreea ing the common aapira tfcm and

determination of the international community.

Mr. AZAMBUJA  (Brazil): On behalf of a large group of eponeore,  ml

delegation has the honor to introduce under agenda item 63 - “General and complete

disarmament” - a draft relrolution  entltled “Review Conference of the Parties to the

Treaty on the Prohibition of the Rnplacement of Nuclear Weapon8  and Other Weapolls

of Mass Destruction on the Sea-0ed &nd  t,he Ocean Floor and in the Subsoil  Thereof”,

con ta ined in document A/C. 1/44/L. 43. The draft resolution 18 being submitted by

the delagationa of AuRtraLia,  Austria, FJotswana,  Vulgar ia, the Ryelorussian  Soviet

SclcCaList  Republic, Canada, Costp Rica, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, the

Dominican Republic, the Federal Republic ot’ Germany, Finland, the German Denrxratic

Republic, Greece,  Hungary, Iceland, India, Ireland, the Islamic Republic of Iran,

Italy, Japan, Malaya ia, Mongol is, this Netherlands,  New Zealand, Norway, Panama,

Poland, Portugal, Romania, Sweden, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic,
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the Union of Soviet Socialiert  &tpublicr, the United Kingdan of Qreat Britain ad

Northern Ireland, the United Staten  of America, Viet Nam, Yugoalavia and Brazil.

My delegation  took upon itrelf the tad< of co-ordinating the prerentation  of

the draft reeolution  to the United Nationa Qeneral Aarenbly  at itr forty-fourth

eeraion aa a natural follow-p of our rerponaibilitier,  Brazil having occupied the

preridency  of the Third Review Conference of the rea-bed Treaty that was held in

Geneva from 19 to 28 September 1989, in the perron of Mr. Sergio de Quriroa Duarte,

whose  profesoionaliam  and ekill in the dircharge of hia mndate  have been widely

recogn ized .

The Review Conference was truly euccesrful ,  not only because it was porribla

to conclude that the purpose8  ret forth in the preamble and the provir ionr of the

Treaty were being fully realized,  but also becaure of the atmoephere of good will

and the epirit  of flexibility ahown  by all partiaipating Stater. I t  ir importat

to underline in particular that the obligation8 aerumed under article I of the

Treaty, relating to the core of that legal inrtrumsnt,  have been faithfully

observed by all State8  parties, a fact that warn  registered in the Final LWlaration

of the Conference. It ie aleo relevant to point out that in the Final Declaration

all Staten  parties to the Treaty confirmed that they had not emplaced any nuclwr

weapons or other weapons of mass destruction cm the sea-bed outaide the zone of

application of the Treaty a8 defined by ite article II, and that they had no

intention of doing 00 in the future.

Another important conclusion  of the Third Review Conference was the new

procedure to be applied to the convening of the Fourth Review Conference, in whiah

the Secretary-Ganeral  will have an important role in reporting on technological
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developments relevant to the Treaty and to the verification of cornpli8ncc\ with its

proviaiona, including dual-purpose technologies for peaceful and specified military

ends.

As a last remark, I would like to stress that the Third Ebview Conference

renewed its invitation to all States that had not. yet done so to adhere to the

sea-bed Treaty, particularly those poaaeaaing  nuclear weapons or any other types of

weapons of mass destruction.

It is the expectation of the sponsors of the draft resolution that it will be

adopted without a vote. We would fike to thank the numerous aponeora for their

oo-oparation and ask the members of the Committee to give the draft resolution

their full support.

MR. MASON (Canada) : I am pleased to make the Canadian statement in

support of the draft resolution contained in document A/C.1/44/L.50,  entitled

“Urgent need for a oomprehenaive nuclear-teat-ban treaty”. The realization of a

negotiated and verifiable comprehensive nuclear-teat-ban treaty continues to be a

fundamental objective of Canadian arms-control and disarmament policy.

Canada believes that that objective can be achieved only through a

step-by-step approach which, during the process itself, will build confidence and

elaborate an effective verification rcigime. We are pleased to note the progr es8

that has been realized in bilateral talks between the United States and the Soviet

Uniar towards the ratification of the threshold teat-ban Treaty and the Treaty on

Underground Nuclear Explosions for Peaceful Purposes. It is our hope and

expectation that both of those Treaties will be ratified soon and that they will

form the basis upon which further restrictions on nuclear testing will be

negotiated.
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We alro weloonw,  ongoing work in the area of verif ioa tion applicable to a

tea ting ban. Seiamia detection ir l xpeotad to play a antral rolr in that rrgard,

and the reccnd teahnioal temt of thr Group of Scionti fit Experts will be an

essential rlmlant in developing  and perfecting a global ryrtem.
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Followinq the first qlohul  seismic teclt in 1907, Canada undertook to upgrade

ita contribution  tn an intr,rnatll>nnl  fleinmic data exchange by modarnlzing  ita

Yallowkni fe fleismic Array, Located in the Canadian North. That process wan

cnmpl eted this year and tho modornixed array opened in Bapterrber  dur ing an

international workshop hoatad by C&nada. We look forward to providing riata from

thin renewed facility an .1 practical contribution to the development of an

affercttvs  international noiamic  detection capability ir. co-operation with other

nntlrzne.

Canada aqnin \a pl.naned to be a spnnor of a draft resolution entitled “Urgent

nmd Pnr a comprehona ive nuclear-taut-bm  traa ty” (A/C, 1/44/L, 50). I t  remainfl, i n

our view, one of the moat impnrtnnt draft renolutiona canal&red by thin

Commi  t tee, Our dfiLoqnt.ion participated in the formulation of this text, which we

conaider  to be a mnatructive document warthy of careful consideration by all

deleqationa. We believe that draft reaolution A/C.1/44/L.50  provides a realistic

Framework within which meaninqful proqraaa towards a somprnhansive  teat ban can be

ach i wad . White the present text. recoqniaea  the proqrem  that has been made over

t h e  paat year i n  Limitinq  t.eatinq, itn essential thrust and meAnage  remain

unch anqed. The qxxwwrs  expreea ?hn conviction that a treaty to achieve the

prtrhibitlon of 0Ll nuclear teRt axplcmiona  by all Statea in aLL environments for

all. time remnins a Mtter of fundamental importance, and urge that Bpecific,

immediate and c0ncret.e  Rtepn he talken in Rupport of that objective.

Canada contlnuan to bellevo that the particular strength of this draft

reRoLution and a pc incipal  cause of the steady increana  in support. for similar

texta in recent years relate to ita effectiveness  in defining common ground among

the broad ranqe of views and approaches  which various countries  bring to bear on

t h i s  iSSUB, Draft resolution A/C.1/44/L.50  is a product of negotiation md
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compromirr . It reflecta, in our view, what is achievable in terms of practical

a trpr towards the larger object ivr. Canada mneiderr  that Che draft resolution

rtrikes an appropr late balance. We urge delegations to signal thair continuing

support by again voting in favour.

fir. CHACDN (Costa Rica) (interpretation from Spanishja I think it wan

Erik Horkhrimer who aaid that politics is as rmch a rtruggle of ideas a8 a rtrugyle

o f  interrstr. We believe that those ampectr clearly illus trats the two dimensions

of the work we do at the United Nations or in the apec ialized agencies of the

United Nations ryrtem. It is a struggle of ideas in the sense that we seek to

project our self-image md mould action in terme of our world view. It i6 a

struggle of interests in the ronsr  that there is confrontation between mcial

groups struggling to use the machinery of the State aprd  i ta national and

international offshoots for their own benefit.

The United Nationa  is a world organiza tion of a fundamentally political

nature. It is unrealistic to try to portray it as a technical My, because the

ptinmcy of the political component is always okious.

The Organization  was established in response to the need to build a new world

order on the ruins of one that had demonstrated its inaffectivenees,  in a tragic

way, in the Second World War. It was conceived as an instrument for change aimed

at building a peaceful world where freedam and security based on economic sld

social  development,  not on wwponsr would prevail.

But from the very outset it was clear that there was a conflict between the

ideals of the Charter and the statutes of the rpacialized  agencies on the one hand

and the real interests at stake in international politics co the other. There fore,

the true intention - a creative United Nations - was coon forgotten and the world

rmbarkrd on an arms race, driven by the notion of nuclear deterrence,
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In proposing the inclusion of item 151 on the agenda and introducing draft

resolution A/C.1/44/L.17, my Government is well aware that it is running against a

strong pro-armament tide manifested daily and based on deeply rooted concerns. But

we are convinced of the merit of what we are preaching when we act as we do.

We are a country without an army , and we have grown used to living without

soldiers. We have learned to live in harmony with ourselves and with others,

turning to dialogue ad respect for the rights cf others - that is, peace - to a

recognition more of what unites us than of what divides us, and to an almost

untrammeled utilization of freedom.

During a period nearly coincident with the lifetime of the United Nations we

have learned that weapons and armies serve only to destroy and to create

insecurity. We have also learned that it is not enough to reduce or eliminate

weapons ad armies. We know that for the close link between disarmament and

development to be realised we need more than political or economic decisions by a

Government or group of Governments. An entire people must live the life of

disarmament and understand that problems can be solved with an open mind, a sense

of proportion, objective information, and respect for human rights and ftmdamental

freedoms. Without those prerequisites - an aspect of education - the world cannot

be disarmed.

That background is reflected in the draft resolution we have submitted under

agenda item 151. We view the United Nations as having been created to build a new

world not only in economic and social terms but also in terms of human

consciousness, ind in the first preambular paragraph we invoke Article 2 of the

Unite,d Nations Charter, and in the second and third preambular paragraphs i&as

from the constitution of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization (UNESCO). We have not done this to draw that intergovernmental
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organization  into diearmament negotiat ions, but rather to draw on the thir&ing

reflected in those texts. As the General Asserrbly, at its tenth apeoial  seaaion,

evinced a keen interest in the question of education for disarmament, we have

referred in the fourth preambular paragraph to the Final Document of that seasion,

specifically paragraph 106, as we believe that the World Disarmament  Campaign io a

valuable supplement to the educational work that should be oarried out in Metier

States’ informal md formal educational spheres. We have included ret erences to

paragraphs 99, 100 and 101 of the Final Document , and to the role of moulding

public opinion as a support for the national efforts of States.

We have been asked why we took account of the principles and recomendationr

of the world Congress on Disarmament Education, held at UNESOO  headquarter8 in June

1980. We did so, first of all, because that is the only world meeting to have been

held in the United Nations system for the purpose of reviewing problems of

disarmament education. Nearly a decade has passed since that Congrers,  but it

remains our only point of reference in which Member States md their experts were

involved. The recommendations contained in its report and final document retain

their full validity today.
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Secondly, paragraph 107 of the Final Document of the tenth special aeseion

AtateR t h a t

“The General Asserrbly  welcomes the initiative of the United Nations

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organizntion  in planning to hold a world

congress on disarmament education and, in that connexion, urges that

organization  to step up its programme aimed at the development of disarmament

education as a distinct field of study through the preparation, inter alia, of

teachers’ guides, textbooks, readers and audio-visual m ter ials. . , . ”

The previous paragraph urges Governments, in the words of the text of the Final

bcument,

II
. . . to take steps to develop programmes of education for disarmament and

peace studies at all levels”.

As the Final Document was approved by consensus and as it is the only guide we have

so far as regards the disarmament priorities and the programme of action, we think

that it is necessary to review what has been done to fulfil, in particular, the

request made by the General Assembly in its 1978 Final Document.

Thirdly, in the Report and Final Document of the World Congress on Disarmament

Education a whole programs  is established, the general elements of which include,

first, guidelines for developing education and information on disarmament in

schools and universities, educational methods, the training of teachers and

educators and the training of the armed forces and foreign policy services) and,

secondly, guidelines for developing education for peace outside the schools and

universities, with informal approaches to adult education, education in the trade

unions and in the family, and also for carrying out campaigns to mould public

opinion. bs tly, the Report and Fina.. Document define a plan for the development

of research in the context of education and information for disarmament.
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We are well aware of the problems facing UNESCO, and we realize that it is a

sensitive point to refer to that international organization at this time. It is

not our intention to create difficulties and we do not wish to involve UNESCO in

disarmament issues. We are therefore prepared to make the necessary changes in the

draft resolution in order to smooth the way and to seek broad support from the

international community. For this reason, we shall today present a revised draft,

which we hope will be an effective response to the concerns that have been voiced

to us.

In conclusion, we would wish to stress once more the importance we attach to

this subject and to the resolution. We believe that it is basic, and by no means

of secondary importance. We shall submit it to the General Assembly with whatever

reasonable changes n\ay be needed. We hope that the General Assembly will agree

with us when it comes to taking its decision.

Mr. von S?iiLPNA@L (Federal Republic of Cermany): Today I would like to

introduce, under item 61: "eduction  of military budgets", our draft resolution

A/C.1/44/L.44  entitled "Military budgets" , on behalf of the Ryelorussian Soviet

Socialist Republic, Cameroon, Denmark, Italy, Iuxetiourg,  the Netherlands, Nigeria,

Norway, Portugal, Turkey, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and my own

delegation. This draft resolution differs from the apprach taken so far in the

traditional drafts on this subject. Its purpose is to increase transparency in the

field of military budgets and to improve the prerequisites for transparency and

comparability by encouraging the broadest participation possible in the United

Rations standardized system for reporting military expenditures. Military

expenditure is not a quantity that can be changed in an abstract manner - either

unilaterally or by agreement - but depends on the security of States: the smaller

the threat, the lower are the military expenditures required.
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Today there is a general understanding that further proqrees in disarmament

neqotiations  could and should logically lead alao to reduction8  in military

expenditures, and that increased information on military matters, including

comparable data on military budgeting an4 expenditure, ia an important prerequisite

for achieving agreements on the reduction of armed forces. A neceeeary  firet

important etep can already be taken: creating transparency. We remain convinced

that whatever the purpoae of negotiations may be, tr aneparency in thin field

requires the elaboration of agreed methods of measuring and comparing military

expenditurcts between specified periods of time and between countries with different

budgeting eys tams, Accordingly, my delegation calla on all Statea to make use of

the repor tinq eys tern introduced in purRutince of General Aaeembly tesolu tion

35/142 B of December 1980.

In view of the experience gained through the implementation of

confidence-building measures, including those on greater transparency ,

comparability, notification and predictability, on the one hand, and the lack of

transparency which still prevails in military budgets owing to different budgeting

and accounting systems on the other , we feel there ie a need to give the subject of

transparency in mili tary budgets the appropr ia te at ten t ion. Tr aneparency  is

imperative for qenerating increased confidence, which in turn makes it easier to

apprach,  step by step, the goals of disarmament. In that sense, our draft

resolution 1s linked with our initiative on confidence-building measures.

We deem it necessary to bring the still unfinished set of principlea,  which is

still under consideration by the United Nations Disarmament Commission,  into R

commonly accepted form. A catalogue of principles which does not have the support

of all countries concerned will fail in its implementation and will not bring about

the results intended. Voting on this does not help.
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In paragraph 7 of this set of principles , which is at111 being negotiated by

the Disarmament Commission, a consensus form of words seems to have emerged for the

first two sentences, which state that all parties to such negotiationa would be

reguirrd to have accepted and implemented transparency and comparability, that

agreed mothoda of measuring wd compar inq military expendi  turer between specified

periods of time and between countries with different budgeting systems would be

required, and that the idea of transparency in this field is accepted aa a

prerequisite for arms control.

There are indications that inspire hope that in the very near future more

countries, militarily important countries , will join those which are already making

use of the United Nations standardized reporting system. We warmly welcome these

ef for t s . In eubmittinq  draft  resolution A/C,1/44/Lr44,  i t  is  our intention to

encourage thoee who for various ressons  still hesitate to take up this invitation

from the General Assembly.

Mr, ZIPPORI (Israel) 8 I would like to say a few words regarding agenda

item 68 and draft resolut.ion  A/C,1/44/L.  21. This Committee is once again called

upon to discuss “Israeli nuclear armament". This item is celebrating its tenth

ann iver aary th is year. There is no objective reason for this Committee to waste

its valuable time on this subject year after year. In his report on this item for

the forty-fourth sessonr the Secretary-General wri tea, in paragraph 2 of documsnt

A/44/658, that

II
.*. no additional information has been forwarded to the

Secretary-Qeneral  since the submission of the last report to the General

Alselrbly  on the rubject (A/43/693) ‘I.
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I would like to quote the authoritative statement made by T.rorael’a

representative to the twenty-third Conference of the International Atomic Energy

A?,ency  (IAEA), Dr. Ycna S. Ettinger, Director General of the Israel Atomic Energy

Commifiieion. Speaking about a similar resolution in that forum, he stated1

“This draPt reeolution miarapresents Israel’s  policy towards nuclear

non-proliferation and fails to recognize  Israel’s authoritative statements on

this policy. I wish to x:ei  tera ta that Israel Hupports the principle of

non-proliferation and afPirm the necessity of establishing a

nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle East along the linetl  laid dam by the

Tlatelolco  and Rarotonqa Tree ties. ”

As we stated in our statement in the general debate t

“Such a nuclear-free zone would by ite very nature provide full and

aa tisfactory answers to the question of full-scope safeguards. ”

No country has ever acceded to any arms agreement without full and free

nego t ia t ions, and it is manifestly unfair to single out Israel for special

treatment. Paragraph 5 of the draft resolution before UB requests Israel to submit

all. its nuclear activities to IAEA safeguards. A call addressed to Israel alone to

accept full-scope safeguards is an act of singling out. There are many States not

party to the non-proliferation Treaty and not subject to full-scope safeguards.

And yet they are somehm immune from being addressed with similar requests and, at

the same  time, they presume to sit in judgement on Israel.

The conclusion of safeguards agreements is the statutory right of a State.

That is provided by article III. A.5 of the Statute of the IAEA. The voluntary

nature was also recognized in the technical study entitled ‘tiodalities  of

Application of Agency Safeguards in the Middle East” - IAEA document

GC( XxX111)  /887, wh ich eta tea I
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“The Agency cannot carry out safeguards within the jurisdiction of a

State without the latter’s consent. Such consent muat be recorded in a

specific safeguards agreement which the State negotiates and concludes with

the Agency on a voluntary basis.”

In addition the draft resolution repeats the untruth about aolopsration

between Irrael and South Africa in the nuclear field. All  the mast authoritat ive

statements of the Government of Israel ’ from the Prime Minirtsr  down,  have clmrly

stated that no such coeperaticn  exists.

At a time when we are witnessing major moves towards a relaxation of tension

throughout the world , we can only regret that the hatred of 808~ Arab States for

Israel prevents any progress in our region,

I call on all peace-loving countries to vote against draft resolution

A/C. 1/44/L. 21.

Ms. MASON (Canada)r I have the honour today to introduce draft

resolution A/C. 1/44/L. 38, “Chemical and bacteriological (biological) wsapons”~ In

addition to Canada and Poland, the following 33 Merrber  States are also sponsors of

the draft reeolutionr  Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, the

Byelorussian  Soviet Socialist Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, the German

Democratic Pepubl ic , the Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland,

Ireland, Italy, Japan, Malaysia, Mongolia, the Netherlands, Norway, the

Philippines, Portugal, Samoa, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist

Republic, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Northern Ireland, the Unitttd States of America, Uruguay ard Viet Nam.

As Menbetr  States are aware1  this draft resolution is traditionally the means

by which the General Ameembly  takes note of devslopr,:nt.r  relevant to its subject

matter since the Asserrbly’s  previous ression,  particularly Qvelopments  in the
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negotia tiona in the Conference on Disarrnmment  on a aonvention  to bm chemical

weapons, and expresses the interests and conaerns  of its msntmrr  in advanaing and

concluding as expeditiously as possible auah a convention. Since it haa also

traditionally en joyed aonsensus approval, it thereby represents in tangible form

the unanimous desire and will of the world aommunity  to eliminate ccnnpletely the

ecourge oE chemical weapons and to ensure that they are never developed, produced,

8 tockpiled  or used again.

As has been noted several times in the general &bates this year, both in the

General Assembly cpld in this Committee, 1989 witneassd  developmenta  of the highest

importance in the effort to achieve our mmrnon  goal. Last January the

representatives of nearly 150 States rrret in Paris to consider means of reaffirming

the urgent necessity of strict observance by all States of the principles and

objectives of the Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating I

Poisonous or other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at

Geneva on 17 June 1925. I think all will agree that that Conference of States

parties to the 1925 Geneva Protocol and other interested Statee  was a resounding

success, par titularly  in its development of a Final Declaration that, inter al ia,

reaffirmed the prohibition established in the Protocol.

Further, with the renewed momentm provided by the Paris Conference, the

Conference on Disarmament heeded the Final Declaration~s  call to redouble its

efforts and undertook, during its 1989 session, unprecedented measures to intensify

its work on the negotiation of a chemical-weapons %an  .

Thirdly, in September 1989 the Australian Government convened the

Government-Industry Conference against Chemical Weapons , where representatives of

both Government and the chemical industry were able to discuss ways and means of

contributing to our common objective.
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Finally, we would note the encouraging developments that have conourrantly

taken place in the bilateral discuaaions  between the USSR and the United Statea,  in

the framework of the multilateral negotiations, on iaeuen  related to this common

goal.

It ia in the light of there 8everal momentoua development8  that the authors

and sponsors offer the draft resolution for the Committee’s coneideration. We have

sought to reflect those developments in a nu&er of paragraphs. The third and

fourth preambular paragraphe and paragraphu 4 md 6 of the operative part reflect

recognition cf the important achievements of the Parir Conference, in particular

the adoption of the Final Declaration, and call upon all States to abide by the

cormnitmsnte  undertaken in that Declaration. The fifth md sixth preambular

paragraphs and paragraphs 7 md 0 recognize the valuable impetus proviQed by the

Canberra Conference towards the qoal of a ban on chemical weapons. Paragraph 3

recognizes  the view of many States that the forthcoming seas ion of the Conference

on Disarmament will, In the light of the continuing developments I have noted, be

of pivotal importance in the continuing effort to conclude the negotiations on the

convention to ban chemical weapons,

The draft resolution before us is the result of intensive and broad

cons ulta t ions among many delega t ions, all of whom have demonstrated a spirit of

goodwill and co-operation. I am sure that they will not dieagrer  with me if I

choose to single out among the many the particular contribution of the delegation

of Poland, which has co-perated  very closely with Canada on this draft

reeolution. Our two delegations also highly appreciate the generous co-operation

and valuable aerie tance of Australia and France , as well as that of other

deleqatlotu  that participated in the proceea  of coneulta tione.
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The sponrors of the draft renolution  believe that it warranta  the unanimoua

rrupprt of the First Committee , and they hope that it will again be adopted by

connene uB. Suah a atap will alearly and convinaingly  demonstrate the firm

commitment of the world conununity  to the goal of eliminating chemical weapons  for

a l l  tim3. It will thus rend a vital meeeage to the Conference on Disarmament that

f am sure will be heard and heeQd.
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Mr. l4DTEWKI  (Yugoslavia) t On behalf of the Stator menberm  of the

Movement of Non-Aligned Countries, I should like to introduce two draft reaolutiona.

First, I have the privilege to introduae tho draft resolution dn item 67,

~~Implementation  of the Declaration of the Indian Oaran aa a Zone of Peace”,

contained in document WC. 1/44/L.  33.

Aa metiers my reaall, the Osneral Amrenbly at  its forty-third resrion, by its

consensus resolution 43/79,  decided that the Colombo Conference on the Indian Ocean

should be oonvened in 1990, The present draft resolution primarily deal8  with the

convening of the Colombo Conference in 1990 and the programnr, of work that the

Conference has to undertake.

The draft text in its preambular  section recall8 the Declaration (resolution

2832 (XXVI)) and previous resolutions adopted by the General Assembly  on its

implementation and reaffirms that the eetablirhment of zonea of peace in various

regions contributes to strengthening the security of Staten within such zones and

to international peace and security ar a hole, It alro reaffirms the conviction

that the achievements of the objectives of the Declaration would be a substantial

contr  ibution to the independence, sovereignty, territorial integrity and peaceful

development of the States of the region, It aleo eaya that the continued military

presence of the great Pwere in the Indian Ocean area, conceived in the context of

their confrontation, gives urgency to the need to take practical rtepe for the

early achievement of the objectives of the Declaration. The final preatiular

paragraph states that the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean har acccmplished  to

a great extent the preparatory work connected with the convening  of the Conference

in 1990.

While - in par agrepha 1 and 2 - taking note and expressing appreciation of the

work done by the Ad Hoc Committee, in paragraph 3 the text reaffirms full support

for the implementation of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean am a Zone of Pwce.

Paragraph 4 recalls the Final Document oontained  in the report of the meeting of
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the Littoral and Hinterland States of the Indian Ocean, held in July 1979.

Paragraph 5 decides that the Conference shall be structured in several stages.

Paragraph 6 decides to convene, in the first stage, the United Nations

Conference on the Indian Ocean at Colombo, Sri Lenka, from 2 to 13 July 1990, with

the objective of:

II (a) Reviewing the situation in the Indian Ocean area with par titular

reference to the continued dangers posed by the military presence of the great

Peers,  and also other foreign military presences , whenever they are contrary

to the objectives of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace)

“(b) Considering the principal elements of the Indian Ocean as a zone of

peace as contained in the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace

and as considered at the Meeting of the Littoral and Hinterland States of the

Indian Ocean as well as at the subsequent meetings of the Ad Hoc Committee on

the Indian Ocean, taking into account all its relevant work)

‘I (c) Adopting a final document containing the principles, modalities,

machinery and programme of action for the furtherance of the objectives of the

zone of peace1

“(d) Recommending to the General Asverrbly  the future role and functions

of the pd Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean  bearing in mind its mandate as

defined in the relevant resolutions”.

Paragraph 7 decides that the Conference shall endeavour to adopt modalities

and a programme of action embodying practical measures for the maintenance of the

Indian Ocean as a zone of peace in order to finalize  an international agreement

with binding arrangements.

Paragraph 8 recorunends that the participation at the Conference shall be at

the minister ial level. Paragraph 9 requests the Secretary-General to invite the

parties listed in its seven sub-paragraphs. In paragaph 10 a request is made to
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the Secretary-General to transmit to the Conference the reports and documentation

of the Ad Hoc Committee and of the Meeting of the Littoral and Hinterland States of

the Indian Ocean on their work, Md all other relevant documentation of the General

Asaerfbly. Paragraph 11 invites the Conference to take into account those reports

and relevant documents in ite work. In paragraph 12 the Secretary-General is

requeeted to appoint a Secretary-General of the Conference and provide other

necessary ataff, services ~18 other facilities, including summary records for the

Con fe r ence . In paragraph 13 the Secretary-General is requeftted to take all

appropr ia te 9 teps, including the provie  ion of financial resourcea, for the

convening of the Conference.

In paragraph 14 the W Hoc Committee ie requeeted to hold a session during the

first half of 1990, with a duration of two weeka, in order to continue its

preparatory work, and submit  a report directly to the Conference. In paragraph 15

the Secretary-General ie requested to render all arsistance  to the Ad Hoc

Con-ad  ttee . Paragraoh  16 decides to include in the provisional. agenda of the

forty-fifth session  of the General Assembly the item entitled “Implementation of

the Declaration of the Indian Ocean  as a Zone of Peace”.

The present draft haa been before the membere of the M Hoc Committee on the

Indian Ocean since July this year. The intention of the non-aligned metiers of the

M Hoc Committee when the draft wa8 eubmitted  to it wee ta provide a basis for

negotiation8 among interested group8 and other States metiers  of the Ad Hoc

Committee. Subaequently the non-aligned members decided to introduce the sam

draft in this Committee, with the clear understanding that they are open to

diacuasione  crud negotiations with a viw’to ranching  a consensus. It is the

earnest deaire  of the non-aligned metiers  to work to this end during the remaining

tim ava ilable.
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I may mention here that the Head-e: of State or Government gathered in Belgrade

at their summit conference in Septotier this year expressed full support for the

convening of the Conference in Colombo in 1990 and called for the full and active

participation in it of the permanent metiers of t"l,e Security Council and the major

maritime users, whose cooperation is essential for the success of the Conference.

We look forward to receiving any concrete suggestions that may facilitate a

consensus draft resolution that will enable the holding of the United Nations

Conference on the Indian Ocean, as agreed by consensus resolution 43/79 of

7 December 1988.

My delegation is also pleased to introduce , on behalf of the mehers of the

Movement of Non-Aligned Countries, the draft resolution contained in document

A&1/44/32, entitled "Relationship between Disarmament and Development".

The proposed resolution is mainly a*procedural  one, its main purpose being to

welcome the report of the Secretary-General and actions taken in accordance with

the Final Document of the International Conference on the Relationship between

Disarmament and Development , as well as to request the Secretary-General to

continue to take action, through the appropriate organs and within available

resources, for the implementation of the action programme adopted at the

International Conferen&.

In the draft we further request the Secretary-General to submit a report to

the General Assembly at its forty-fifth session, and we decide to include the item

on the agenda of its forty-fifth session.

We attach extreme importance to the subject dealt with in the draft

resolution. May I recall that on that matter the Heads of State or Government of

Non-Aligned Countries at their recent summit meeting held in Belgrade stated:

"The close relationship between disarmament and development must be seen as a

contribution to the wider efforts to give precedence to economic development
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over the priorities imposed by the dangerous and irrational race for military

might." (A/44/551, Declaration, para. 5)

In that context the Belgrade Declaration also underlined that:

"Given enhanced disarmament prospects , new opportunities are opening for all

countries, especially those possessing the largest nuclear and conventional

arsenals, for rechannelling additional financial resources, human energy and

creativity into development."

On an issue of such importance it is our sincere hope that the Committee will

be able to adopt the draft resolution without a vote. In that spirit, we value and

appreciate the statement made yesterday by the representative of France,

Mr. Pierre Morel, on behalf of the delve members of the European Community.
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Mr, BELLINA  (Peru) (interpretation from Spanish) t It is ny honour to

introduce to the Firat Committee today, on behalf of the sponsors, the draft

resolutions dealing with the work of the Conference on Disarmament on the

prohibition of the development, production, stockpiling and use of radiological

weapons1 and with the question of conventional disarmament on a regional scale.

Peru, as Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee on the subject in the Conference on

Disarmament at its 1989 substantive session, is suhnritting  the draft resolution on

the prohibition of the development, production, stockpiling and use of radiological

weapons contained in document A/C. 1/44/L.  57. The draft resolution was sponsored by

the Byeloruss ian Soviet Social iat, Republic, Hungary, the Ne therlandn, Sweden, the

Union of Soviet Socialist Hepublics and Peru. It seeks to encourage  the Conference

on Disarmament to continue its substantive negotiation on the subject with a view

to the prompt conclusion of ! ts work, takl.ng into account all aspect 8 of the

problem.

In that connectian, my delegation is pleased to note that the Conference on

Disarmament chose to set up two Contact Groups within the relevant pd Hoc- -

Committee. We believe that that working method will make it possible to achieve

substantial progress in the handling of all aspects pertaining to radiological

weapons. We therefore very much hope that such working methods can be u5nG by the

Conference on Disarmament at its next substantive session.

The delegation of Peru also wishes to high 1 igh t the growing importance , within

t h a t  qeneral  thelk, of the question of attscks on nuclear  facilities that could

have consequences equivalent to those of radioloqicol  weapons. We feel that it in

important for that question to continue to be treated as one of the elements of the

subject in general. However, we must also recognize  the breadth of the

consequences of such attacks, which by their very nature require a thorough
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aonrideration on a multi-disciplinary baeis within a suitable negotiating

framework. We feel that the Conference on Disarmament can make a major

contribution to that end within its nphsre  of competence. My delegation therefore

very much aqrees that there is a need to deal with the question of attacks on

nuclear facilities at an appropriate time by the partiee concerned within the

broader oontext of an ad hoc diplomatic conference on the subject.

My delegation has the honour of submitting - on behalf of Bangladesh, Bolivia,

Colombia, Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador,  Guatemala, Pakistan, Panama,

Paraguay, the Philippines, Romania, Uruguay and Peru - the draft resolution

entitled “Conventional disarmament on a regional scale” for consideration by the

First Committee under agenda i tern 63 (m) .

The drafting of the draft resolution , which has been distributed in document

A/C.1,/44/L.56,  seeks to reflect the new and important developments that have

occurred eince  the last seesion  of the General Assembly. It alao drawa  on the

baeic texts for int.ernational disarmament negotiations that have been accepted and

acknowledged by all. States represented here.

Aa can be seen from the text, the three main points of the present draft

resolution are, first, the complementary nature that can and must exist between

subregional and regional efforts for conventional disarmament and those made at the

world-wide level, provided that regional and subregional efforts must properly take

into account the faturea peculiar to each region. They must be fully agreed by

all parties ccncerned and implemented in conformity with the principles and norms

of the United Nations Charter.

Secondly, our draft resolution is based on the fundamental role which the

United Nations can play in the solution of regional and rutirogional  conflicts. We

see no need to dwell here on the praiseworthy aohievamrntr  of the United Nations,
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which haa demonstrated its abilities and ita readineaa to act, hut we do consider

that we muat qive it our full  support so that it may the better achieve ito

abject ives .

The intrinsic and complex relationship between diearmament and development ie

the third element of the dcaPt resolution. In that context, the text proposed

coverB the legitimate concerns of States for their security, while also pointing

out that the disarmament processes at the Rubregional  and regional levels must take

into account aa one of their principal foundations the allocation of resources

released from the military sphere for URB in Racial  and economic development.

In that context, we must refer to the military applications of science and

technology, both because their imp& on the upgrading of conventional armaments

would make it increasingly difficult to distinguish them from other types of

weapons t and because of the vaat resources consumd by so-called convent ional

weaponPI. We who have repeatedly referred to that fact are pleased to note that it

is cn~r that has already been endorsed by the Organisation, which recentl.y  adopted

without a vote General Assembly resoluttons 42/38 G and 43/75 F on that subject.

Wference  to nuclear disarmament issues in this text is designed solely to

provide for an appropriate framework for the handling of all asP ats of

conventional disarmament, in keeping with the pr ioriti,ea  for disarmament

neqotiatione  established by the international community and contained in the 1978

Pinal Document,

It is important to emphastze  that we cannot talk about disarmament at the

regional and subregional levels unless the parties directly concerned, as well af)

the entire international community, strictly abide by the international normc  of

conduct set forth in the United Nations Charter, in particular the principles of

refraining frum the threat or use of force, respect  for the terri torial  integri ty
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and sovereignty of Sta tea, and non-interference in any form whataoevrr in the

internal affairs of States.

My delegation has recognized and welcomed in th ie and other international

forums the importance and value of global disarmament effortr. That ie why we

believe that those efforts requira  a parallel and concurrent effort at the regional

and eubrrg ional level. The draft resolution purauee  that aatm objective.

In conclusion, my delegation wishes to emphaaize my country’s firm belief in

the urgent need for the development of procesees  of conventional dirarmerment at the

regional and a ubr egional  level. In that context, we believe in the importance of

unilateral initiatives of a constructive and real nature. That as why we view aa

an essential condition the need for those procerees  to be carried out in a balanced

manner without detriment to the security of any party involved rind  with the full

and free eovereign  agreement of all the parties concerned in both procedure and

s ube t ante . We are quite ready to hear constructive euggestione for the improvement

of the text within the framework of its general objectivee,  and we aeek the rupport

of all delegations for the draft resolution in the light of that fact.
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enti tied “Scientific and technological developments and their impact on

international security”, my deleqation fully shares the view that monitoring future

scientific and technological developments having military applications and

evaluatinq their impact on international security have become imperative today.

These require the widest co-operation of States, especially those that take the

Lead in scientific and technological research and development. Openness is also

needed to ensure the correct interpretation of intentions as research and

development take place.

The position of my delegation coincides with the view contained in the draft

-esolution,c which states the importance of

“ensuring that scientific and technological developments are not exploited for

rni.lilqrY I>urpoaea but harnessed for the common benefit of mankind”.

This, of course, as we understand it, can in no way impede research and development

for peacef uL purposes.

Access to sophisticated technology is often limited by harriers erected on the

grounds of the danger of diverting modern technology to military purposes. Hunqary

is aware that such a danqer exists, but at the same time be1 ieves that appropriate

measures agreed upon by the users of sophisticated technology can preclude

d i v e r s i o n  to  mi l i ta ry  objec t ives . We on our part are ready to co-operate in

working out methods to prevent divers ion and measures to veri fy their application.

In our view, at a later stage of the resolution’s implementation some

qualified expert work could be started on establishing quid&Lines for defining

technoloqies  that can be used solely for military purposes, as a first step.

Agreed guidelines could also be worked out for dual-purpose technoloqies, including
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measurer that would preclude their use for military purpoaea. Such dia tinct ione

could facilitate acceaa to technology , and this could in turn be oomplemented  by

gradually diminishing tranefer limitations on know-how ;md technology.

Those are Borne of the considerations  that led my delegation to co-sponsor the

draft reeolution and to recommend it for adoption.

I nw turn to draft rerolution  A/C.1/44/L.57,  which has just been introduced

by the reprerenta tive of Peru,

As a co-@onror  of the draft reso! ut.ion , which is the ‘traditional” draft

reeolut  ion on the prohibi  t ion of the development, production, stockpil  ing and use

of radiological weapons, my delegation would like to outline the motive8 behind ito

tiiapport for the draft and to offer SOHB considerations which might urefully  be

tak,Jn into account when we oontemplate  charting some possible new direction0 for

future action on this issue.

My delegation’s support for the draft reeolution ie not procedural. It cannot

merely be explained by the fact that a repreeentative of Hungary served in 1989 a8

the Co-ordinator  of Contact Group A of the W Hoc Committee on Radiological

Weapone. The real reason isl more deep-sea ted ) it ie my country ‘a full commitment

t.o the early prohibition of radiological weapons. Thus my &legation subscr ibes to

the main message of the drarr.  resolution, as stated in paragraph 4, where the

Conference on Diearmament ie requeeted  to antinue  its aubetantive negotiation on

the eubject with a view to the prompt conclueion  of ite work.

The “traditional” draft resolution  m the prohibition of radiological weapon8

ir one of the lea6t contested draft resolutions in the First Committse,  enjoying

coneenrur-bared ruppor t. It io a truism, ‘of couraeI that the main element6 of the

draft reuolution have remained virtually unchanged and procedural in nature during

reoent 'yearah
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We hope that the textual continuity of the draft resolution does not imply

that there is sustained progress at the negotiating table. Ten years have now

elapsed since the Soviet Union and the United States presented, back in 1979, a

joint draft treaty prohibitinq  radiological weapons. It would be fairly difficult

to pinpoint areas of the prohibition of radioloqical weapons in the traditional

sense where negoti,ltors  are much closer now to final solutions than they were a

decade aqo.

I hope that my delegation will not be considered to be ignorant of the

enormous  amount of work which has been invested in the negotiations if it concludes

that one of the most promising developments during these 10 years has been the

ever-growing recognition that the issue of the prohibition of attacks against

nuclear facilities should be addressed and settled. It took five years for such

recognition finally to become firmly embedded in the mainstream of disarmament

thinking, since it was back in 1984 that Sweden put forward its draft treaty

prohihi tinq  not only radiological weapons, but the release of radioactive material

for hostile purposes as well.

Such a unitary apprcmch, unfortunately, did not resutt in a final solution to

the two matters under consideration. Nevertheless, it was instrumental in bringing

ahout another conclusion now widely shared - that the issue of the protection of

nuclear facilities should be settled irrespective of the outcome of negotiations on

radioloqical weapons in the traditional sense. Such a conclusion has been

strengthened by a negotiating pattern as a result of which opposing views on isSUe

not always directly related to the prohibition of attacks against nuclear

facilities prevented any kind of progress on this question.

There have been some further developments  recently which have strengthened the

prevailing tendency. One is the initiative taken by the Co-ordinator  of Contact

Group B in moving towards the elaboration of possible elements relevant to the
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prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities. Another is the new approach

proposed by the delegation of Peru in the form of a draft convention on the

prohibition of attacks against nuclear installations. Tour the question of the

protection of nuclear facilities has now clearly become an independent issue,

demanding autonomous solutions. Such an assessment by UB does not run counter to

our readiness to prohibit radiological weapons, in the tradit ional  senser  i f  and

when that is feasible.

Why do we so resolutely urge the prohibition of attacks against nuclear

facilities? First, contemplated attacks against nuclear facilities have obviously

been integrated into warfighting scenarios, whether conventional or nuclear.

,Secondly , even a conventional-weapons attack could conceivably equal the

consequences of the worst accidental meltdown  in terms of radiation discharged.

Such a major rel.ease  might affect nearly 15 per cent of the territory of a country

similar in si%e to mine, requiring reatrictions9which  oould last decades, on

occupation of a significant part, while the area in which agriculture wae

restricted  might amount to half of its territory. Thirdly, existing legal

restraints in the 1977 Additional Protocol to the 1949 Geneva Conventions are

insufficient .

My delegation is aware that some count.ries  still d6 not join in the consensus

on these points. We hope that they will give further positive consideration to

those ancerns  which are being raised by non-nuclear-weapon States in this

respect. The Hunqarigl  delegation is of the view that nuclear-WeaPon-State  status

implies not unly additional power, but increased responsibilities  towards those

States which gave up the nuclear option under the non-proliferation Treaty. The

non-nuclear-weapon States parties to the non-proliferation Treaty have fulfilled

the it contractual legal obliga t ions. While implementation of the provirionr of the

--
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non-proliferation Treaty on nuclear disarmament is still pending, it is difficult

to understand that nuclear-weapon States might want to keep open such additional

nuclear options m the destruction of peaceful nuclear facilities. Even the

reduction of nuclear-weapon inventoriea might lose its meaning if that option were

to be kept open, with an ever-increasing number of pssceful  nuclear facilities

around the world. What is more, under the terms of the Non-Proliferation Treaty,

the par ties are not only entitled to en joy, but are obliged to respect, the r.ight

to the peaceful uae of nuclear energy - that is, the unhampered functioning of

safeguarded nuclear facilities.

The Third Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons shared that approach by declaring back in 1985

that armed attacks on safeguarded nuclear facilities could involve grave dangers,

owing to the release of radioactivity, and that such attacks or threats of attack

jeopnrdized  the development  of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. The Conference

ackncwledged that the matter was under consideration by the Conference on

Disarmament and urged the m-operation  of all States for its speedy conclusion.
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Not nuoh  has happened since then , at least not in the direction of the speedy

conclusion of negotiations in the Conference on Disarmament. Acknowledging the

dffficul  ties encountered in the negotiations, the Conference on Disarmament as

early as in 1986 recommended that the ways and means of how best to proceed further

should be considered. As a reflection that the situ,ation has not changed nuch

since then - at least not for the better - it has become a tradition by now that

the Ad Hoc Committee concludes its report by saying that the work conducted by the

Ad Hoc Conunittee has merely contrjbuted  to a more articulate presentation of the

different positions that continue to exist.

The underlying reasona  for the lack of progress become even less

understandable when we recall soze of the events and developments that have

occurred since the Third Review Conference of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation

of Nuclear Weapons t the Chernobyl accident 1 the Conventions on Early Notification

and on Assistance adopted in 1986 within the framework of the International Atomic

Energy Agency ( IAEA) b the Treaty ar the Elimination of Intermediate-Range and

Shor terMRange Missiles - the INF Treaty) the negotiations on the 50 per cent

reduction of strategic nuclear-weapon inventories of the United States and the

Soviet Union8 the readiness of the two alliances to negotiate about the future

reduction of tactical nuclear weapons) and the 1988 agreement between India and

Pakistan on the prohibition of attacks against nuclear installations and facilities.

My delegation  can only hope that in 1990 real progress will be achieved in

fulfilling the provisions of the Final Document of the Third Review Conference of

the Treaty on the Non-Proli fera t ion of Nuclear Weapons in that respect. We realize

that there are different ideas on the most appropriate ways and means of addressing

and settling the issue of the prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities.
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Ws paid due attentiar  to the position eloquently articulated by the deleqation

of Venezuela in this forum last year when it stated that the preparation of an

international agreement to prohibit military attacks against nuclear facilities was

not a disarmament matter but, rather, one related to the conduct of warring States,

and that it should therefore be discussed in a diplomatic conference rather than in

the Conference on Disarmament.

Nor did we over look the opinion of the French delegation expressed in the

Conference on Disarmament this year, when it stated t

“The Conference on Disarmament is not competent to negotiate  an agreement in

this  f ield, Unclear  facilities are already protected by the Additional

Protocol to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, and if strengthening of the system

is necessary, it is within that framework that it would have to be negotiated.”

My delegation is flexible on what might be the most appropriate framework for

dealing with the issue. Wet find that the points raieed by the delegations of

Venezuela and France and shared by others are not unfounded and deserve serious

consideration. As a matter of fact, the 1977 Additional Protocol itself provides

for an eventual poseibility  that both delegations seem to favour by urging the

conclusion of further agreements to provide additional protection for objects

con ta in ing dangerous fsrcea .

We believe that tht! Conference on Disarmament should be given another chance

to prove that the issue of the prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities

could be successfully dealt with within the framework of the Conference on

Disarmament, together with or independent of the prohibition of radiological

weapons in the traditional sense , thus making it superfluous for the Fourth Review

Conference of the non-proliferation Treaty and the next session of the First

Committee to outline possible new apprcaches.
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With those considerations in mind my delegation recommend8 adoption of draft

resolution A/C. 1/44/L. 5 7.

Mr. MOREL (France) (interpretation from French): On behalf of the

12 States member a of the European Community, I should like to make a few

observations on agenda item 63 (1), “Review of the role of the United Nationa in

the field of disarmament”.

As I recalled in my statement on behalf of the delve during the general

debate on 16 October, the delve are convinced that, in keeping with the goals and

ob jecfivea  of the Charter , the United Nations must play a oentral role in the

search for disarmament, In that context the delve have always supported efforts

aimed at strengthening the role of the United Nation8 in the field of disarmament.

The views of States members of the European Community in that connection are set

forth in document ?./CN.10/112,  which was aubmitted to the Disarmament Commission by

the Federal Republic of Germany. In our opinion, efforts must be continued to

organize the work of the United Nations in the field of disarmament more

effectively, particularly by continuing our support for Genercll  Assembly resolution

42/42 N.

Beginning with the WOL k done here in the First Committee, I should like to

express our satisfaction at the efforts that you, Mr. Chairman, have personally

undertaken to carry on the effort at rationalization  begun in 1984 at the behest of

General Assembly resolutions. In the view of the ‘Delve,  the First Committee, as

the principal subsidiary organ of the General Asaenbly entrusted with disarmament

and related questions of international security , must continue fully to play its

role. Hcwever, it is important that it do so with increased effectiveness,

As I emphasized in my statement on 16 October, the First Committee’s

credibility will be strengthened by the adoption of a greater nutier of resolutions
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by consensus,  not by a larger number of resolutions being considered and put to the

vote. A serious and fruitful effort, supported by the Welve,  was made at. the

forty-third seas ion. We hope that that encouraqing precedent will guide our work

at the present session and that consensus may be broadened. For their part, the

‘Delve are determined to make a positive contribution to that end.

In the view of the ?Irelve  the Disarmament Commission remains the proper forum

for dealing substantively with specific questions related to multilateral

disarmament, and we note with satisfaction the significant results obtained in that

field in recent years. We regret all the more, however, that despite improvements

in the international political climate it has not proved possible this year to

reach a consensus on any of the i terns on the agenda of the 1989 sess ion. In the

view of the llrelve  that state of affairs demands that some  thought be given to ways

and means of rebuilding the basis of consensus. The Twelve are prepared to

co-operative actively in that regard.

As has been stressed in the past, the Twelve attach great importance to the

work of the Conference on Disarmament, the only multilateral negotiating organ on

disarmament matters, In our view, the Conference on Disarmament is an

indispensable forum in the disarmament field. The delve are awaitinq  tt,e results

of the discussions held within the Conference on Disarmament, which we hope will

strengthen the effectiveness of the Conference in its disarmament efforts.

The Twelve attach special importance to the ongoing negotiations on chemical

weapons within the Conference on Disarmament at Geneva. We consider that the

speedy conclusion of convention on the prohibition of chemical weapons t:lat would

be general and comprehensive and accompanied by effective verification machinery

remains one of the most urgent priorities of the Conference on Disarmament and that

it would serve to strengthen its authority.
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The Selve deem it essential that on all matters within the pur;.irw of the

United Nations in the field of disarmament every effort should be made to use

available resources to the full and avoid useless duplication. In that connection

the llrelve consider that the Department for Disarmament Affairs plays a fundamental

co-ordina ting role, one it is performing with ccmpetence  in 80 far as its resource8

permit.
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In the view of -the welve, United Nations studies on disarmament represent a

significant contribution to the examination of, and to debates on, disarmament

matters. The Twelve consider that, in accordance with relevant resolutions of the

General Assetily, the studies should deal with concrete and specific topics and

should entail appropriate consultations. The delve  regard as mcst useful the

United Nations programme of disarmament fellowships, and we hope that it will be

continued .

Finally, the Twelve welcome the improvements that have been made in the

management end work of the United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research, to

which Borne of them make voluntary contributions. We should like to express our

satisfaction at the Secretary-General’s ini tia tive to restructure the Advisory

Board on Disarmament Matters.

Mr. REYEZ? ( Phil ippines)  t I am, pleased to address the First Committee on

the draft resolutions on disarmament that the Philippines is sponsoring this year.

In this brief statement, I will avoid going into a detailed analysis of the draft

resolutions. That task has already been performed. for us by the main sponsorsl for

which we are grateful. In sponsoring these particular draft resolutions, the

Philippines does not wish to imply that other resolutions that it supports and

finds noteworthy are of .leaser merit. Like other delegations, we have chosen to

sponsor the resolutions that fit best into our overall national strategy on

disarmament issues.

The Philippines is sponsoring draft resolution L. 25 under agenda item 51,

“Amendment of the Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in Outer

Space and under Water”, and draft resolution L.50 under agenda item 52, “Urgent

need for a comprehensive nuclear-test-bar treaty1 report of the Conference on

3iearmament”.
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The Philippines believes that , with the striking current developments in the

fields of disarmament, peace and security, nOwI more than ever8 is the time to

begin in earnest an attempt tc achieve a canprehensive nuclear-test-ban Treaty.

The Philippines is one of the 41 parties , composing more than 8 third of the States

parties to the Partial Test-Ban Treaty, that are advocating an amendment

conference, to commence  with preparations in January 1990, and to be followed  up by

conferences in May end June of that year rnrd again in January 1991. While the two

draft resolutions that I have just mentioned are different in approach and in the

forums they address, that are similar in that they are intended to achieve the same

end - a comprehensive nuclear-teat ban. The Philippines sees no oantradiction -

indeed, it sees rmtual reinforcement - in sponsoring these two draft resolutions.

The Philippines is sponsoring this year draft resolution L. 24 under agenda

item 63 (i), “Prohibition of the production of fissionable mater ial for weapons

purposes”. It has supported the antecedents of this draft resolution in the past.

However, i.t believes that the draft resolution has special significance at this

time, in the light of the implementation of the Treaty between the United States of

America End the Union GE Soviet Sot ial ist Republics cn the Elimination of Their

Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range Missiles - the INP Treaty. It  is  relevant in

the light of proposals made this year by Soviet President Gorbachev with regard to

putting a mutual verifiable halt to the production of uranium and plutonium for

weapons purposes. Similar proposals were made in the Baruch Plan of 1946 and by

United States Presidents in 1956 and 1964.

A bilateral ban on the production of fisaile material could benefit the United

States and the Soviet Union by putting M overall ceiling QI the size of their

nuclear-weapon inventories. It would save the unnecessary expense of having to
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build new plmts to produce f isaionable  mater ial for weapons purposes, to replsce

the cbscl escent  ones now in existence. Moreover, it would prepare the United

States md the Soviet  Union to negotiate an agreement to dispose of, rather than

recycle, nuclear-warhead materials, as a result of the INF Treaty and other

possible future disarmament treaties. Finally, it would help tc convince the other

parties to the Non-Proliferation Treaty , who will aoon meet at the fifth review

Conference in 1990, that the United States and the Soviet  Union, in accordance with

article VI of that Treaty, are indeed pursuing ‘negotiations in good faith on

effective measures relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early dateno

The Philippines is also sponsoring draft resolution L. 38 under agenda item 62,

“Chemical md bacteriological (biological) weapons”, as it believes that this draft

resolution best surmnsrizes the present situation and current developments in the

field of chemical ard bacteriological weapons sld suggests the steps that should be

taken to secure, as soon as possible, a convention on the prohibition of the

development, production, stockpiling and use of chemical weapons.

mrning to ccnventional  weapons , the Philippines is awnsor  ing this year draft

resolution L.67 tmder agenda I tern 63 (h), “International arms transfers”, at well

as draft resolution L. 56 under agenda item 63 (ml, “Conventional disarmament on a

reg ional  scale”, because, as it haa said repeatedly in its statements on

disarmament items, conventional weapons have caused most deaths and moat

destruction in all wars since the Seccnd World War. Indeed, a sys tern m-t be found

to control the production of, and trade in, conventional arms on a regional as well

as a global scale.

The Philippines is sponsoring draft resolution L.15,  under agenda item 63 (f),

“Objective information cn military matters”, ard draft resolution L.36 order
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agenda I tern 61, “Reduct ion of  mi l i tary  budgets” ,  because i t  be l ieves  tha t  the

pr inciples  of  t ransparency and the  progress ive  reduct ion of  mil i tary  expendi turea

in favour of development are ways in which the arms race can be abated srd the qoal

of  general  and complete  disarmament  under  effect ive  in ternat ional  control  gradually

achieved.

Finally, the Philippines is sponsoring resolution L. 4 under agenda

i t e m  6 4  (d), “World Disarnrament  Campaign”, L. 59 ulder agenda i tern 64 (41 “United

Nations disarmament fellowship, training and advisory services programme: report

of * the Secretary-General”, L.61 urder agenda i tem 66 (k), *Disarmament Week”, ad

L . 6 3  u n d e r  itema 6 4  (e), (h) a n d  (i), which deal with the United Nations regional

cen t r e s  fo r  peace  md  disarmment  in  Af r i ca ,  Asia md Latin Amer i ca  md  the

Car ibbean.

We see  these  i tems as  bei.ng in terre la ted  and view the  draf t  resolut ions  as

present ing di f ferent  approaches to  the  ra is ing of  the  consciousness  md awareness

of var ious const’tuencies-  on  issues of  disarmament . In  i t s  aponsorsh ip of these

d r a f t  r e s o l u t i o n s ,  i t  a g r e e s  w i t h  t h e  P r e a m b l e  t o  t h e  C o n s t i t u t i o n  o f  t h e  U n i t e d

N a t i o n s  E d u c a t i o n a l ,  S c i e n t i f i c  a n d  C u l t u r a l  Organisation, wh ich  s t a t e s  t ha t  “si’ice

wars began in the minds of men, i t  i s  in  the  minds  of  men that  the  defences  of

peace must be oonstructed”.

Mr. FAI-MY  (Egypt) I %o days ago a  representat ive of  the Programme

Planning md Budget Divis ion gave us an explanation of the procedures to be

fol lowed th is  year  wi th  respect  to  resolut ions  that  have programme-budget

imp1 i cd t ions. He  exp l a ined ,  i n  pa r t i cu l a r , the  novel  situation that  we have th is

year in respect of the Contingency Fund. If  I  am not  mistaken,  he said tha t

towards  the  end of  th is  seas  ion  pr ior i  t ies  would  be  se t  2~9 to  how tha t  find should

be used over the biennium.
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I want simply to point out that it is the view.of my delegation that, in

setting priorities for the Pund , one cannot ignore the substantive character of the

rasolu tions. We beliese,  therefore, that the intra-Secretaria.t consultations in

setting out the priorities should involve J at an appropriate stage, the Directors

or Under-Secretaries of the substantive departments. Priorities must be set not

only on a financial basis but also on a basis that reflects the concerns expressed

by Governments throughout the discussion.

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanishi: I understand that the

Secretariat has noted fully, and will take into account, the comments that have

just been made by the representative of Egypt.

Before adjourning the meeting, I wish to remind members that, in accordance on

our work programme, as agreed, the Committee will proceed to take action on the

first clster of draft resolutions tomorrow morning. However, as I have stated

previously, when the Committee is taking action on those draft resolutions we shall

continue to adopt a flexible attitude. Draft resolution L.8, which is in

cluster 1, will not be before us for approval , as consultations on it are

continuing.
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It has been requested that the Committee postpone action on draft resolution

A/C.1/44/L.27 in cluster 1. Once decisions have been taken on cluster 1, we shall

proceed to take action on clusters 2, 3 and 4.

In cluster 3, we must for the time being postpone action on draft resolution

A/C.1/44/L.17, as the Secretariat has received a revised text of that draft

resolution, which will be circulated in due course. We shall also postpone

consideration of draft resolution A/C.1/44/L.63, on which consultations are under

way.

Thus, tomorrow the First Committee will be taking action on the follming

draft resolutions: A&1/44/L-6, L.32, L.51, L.62, L.43, L.52, L.4, L.59, L.61,

L.23,'Rev.l  and L.49.

I call upon the Secretary of the Committee.

Mr. KHERADI (Secretary of the First Committee): I should like to inform

menbers of the Committee that the following countries hatie become sponsors of the

following draft resolutions: A/C.1/44/'L.12,  Iceland; A/C.1/44/L.15/Rev.l,  Austria;

A/C.1/44/L.25, Colombia, the Dominican Republic, Lebanon, the Libyan Arab

Jamahiriya, Madagascar, Suriname, Swaziland and Zimbabwe; A/C-1/44/1,.32,  the German

Democratic Republic; A/C.l/44/L.36, Chile and Colombia; A/C.1/44/L.39, Madagascar;

A/C.1/44/L.43, Canada and Yugoslavia; A/C.1/44/L.44, Turkey: A/C.1/44/L.47, the

Federal Republic of Germany; A/C.l/44/L.49, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka;

A/C.1/44/L.58, Turkey; A/C.1/44/L.63, Japan; A/C.1/44/L.50, Thailand; and

A/C.1/44/L.59/Rev.lr  the Federal Republic of Germany.

The meetinq rose at 5.55 p.m.


